A. For all audiences; chemical element; E-mail header word; NY neighbor; chemical element; storied password user; chemical element; student's challenge; reinforcing rods; Cuban percussion instrument
B. "___ in the Country" (TV film); detergent brand; middle-of-the-road, perhaps; animator Iwerks; child traveler's query
C. Hatcher; Pac. state; Monopoly space; famous painting (with the following two entries)
D. See above; see above; chemical element; H; chemical element; old-time kind of telephone call; abbrev. common in crossword clues; a synthetic amphetamine; like most commercial aircraft

1. Sound of pleasure
2. Welsh name
3. Producer Brian
4. 1994 Literature Nobelist
5. Boxer’s end
6. Hatcher
7. “Chorus Line” song
8. Roman numeral
9.Mock-sympathetic sound
10. Prepare
11. Computer key
12. MIT grad, possibly
13. Red Sox hero, to his friends
14. Dr. Dre group
15. Chemical element
16. A logical operator
17. Egyptian cross
18. Milit. officers
19. Chemical element; compass point
20. Cigarette, for one
21. Arizona valley
22. Well-known Muppet
23. Niigata prefecture city
24. ___ -Cat
25. Ink
26. Aged, for short
27. Well-known Muppet
28. Adult; chemical element
29. Em, to Dorothy
30. Boston organization
31. King work
32. Hindu royal
33. Sum preceeder
34. European capital
35. Wonder
36. Noted Australian pathologist
37. All-male, perhaps
38. Honduras, on plates
39. Grant by treaty
40. Ivan Boesky, for short
41. Ten decibels
42. Indian nurse
43. The Amish, for one
44. Aleutian island
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